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THE TEXTTLE ASSOCTATTON(rNDIA)

G.M.T.A(REV!SED) EXAMTNATTON - 2019

SECTION-A PAPERA.3,

ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS

Marks: 100 Time: 10.00 am to 1.00 pm

lnstructions:

1" Attempt six questions out of which Q.t is compulsory.

2. Answer each next main question on new page.

3. Figure to the right indicate full marks.

4. lllustrate your answer with sketches and flow chart whenever necessary.

5. Use of non-programmable electronic pocket calculator permissible.

6" Mobile and any other communication devices are not allowed in exam hall

7. Assume suitable data wherever necessary.
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(b) what is the rank of the matrix? 
^ 

= 
[j : 

j]
3

(c) For what value of x, f(x) = l2x- 7l is not derivable. 3

(d) lf x=a (0-sin0)and y = a(1-cos0) ,findfr 2

(e) What do you call a study based on complete enumeration of data ? 2

(f) What is the probability that there will be 52Sundaya in any year 2
(g) Totality of all objects in a study is called 2
(h) What is an Event 2
(i) Define Median in statistics 2

Q.2 (a) What type of data uses two sets of variables that can change and are
compared to find relationships?

4

(b) Define Gauss Theorem 6

(c) Write the degree of the differentialequationff - 2# -ff+ 1 : 0 6

Q.3 (a) An insurance company insure 2,000 car drivers 4,000 truck drivers,5,000 auto drivers.
The probability of an accident involving a card driver, truck driver and auto driver is

0.01, 0.03 & 0.15 respectively. One of the insured person meets with an accident.
What is the probability that he is truck driver? Which mode of transportation would
you suggest and why?.

6

(bl Two eards are drawn successively with replacement from a well shuffled deck
of 52 cards. Find the probability of the numbers of aces.

6

(c) Which of the following relations always hold true?
i) For equal observations AM=GM
ii) For equal observations GM< AM
iii) For unequal observations AM(GM
iv) For unequalobservations AM=GM

4

q4 Evaluate the following integral as limit of sum Il G*' - t)dx 4
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Define Lagrange's Mean Value Theorem 4
1

ei
y3rind J dx

5

Differentia te tan-7 with respect to cos-1 x2
3

Q.s Form the below data in table Find

Admitted Not
Admitted

Total

Male 3738 4704 8442
Female L494 2827 432t
Total s232 753L L2763

a)

b)

c)

d)

Frequency of candidate who admitted male

Conditional Frequency of male that were admitted

Marginal Frequency of candidate who were admitted

Conditionalfrequency of female that were admitted

5

(a) What is the nomenclature of the study of functional relationship between the
variables, making it possible to predict /estimate the unknown value of one of
the variables from the known value of the other.

3

(d) What is a graph of ordered pairs showing a relationship between two sets of
data?

Q.6 (a) Find Min., Max, Rang, Mode, Median, Mean, Quartile and Frequency of
following data?

25.4, 22.4, 23.4, 2L.3, 24.3, 25.4, 24.5, 22.4, 23.4, 24.8, 23.3, 22"7, 23.6, 24"6,

22.7, 24.L, 2O.4, 22.0, 23.5, 23 "6, 23.0, 22.L

I

What are the three different types of corrolations? Epalin each with an example I

Q.7 (a) How do you draw frequency polygon? Expalin with example. 8

(b) What is another expression commonly used to refer to trend lines?
2

(c) The product of matrices (PQ)-l, P is
z

(d) show that ./(t) : 4x' + I -rix -2 hm exactly one real root
4

Q.a (a) Two matrices A and B are given below:

o=ll. 31,,
matrix B is

lo' : 
" 

pi! qtlnthe 
rank of matrixA is N, then the rank ofLpr*qs r"*q")

4
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(b) What is the first step of finding the mean absolute deviation?

(e) Which of the statements do not hold true?

(i) Both regression coefficients cannot be greater than 1

ii)Regression coeffieients are unaffected by origin shift and scale shift

iii) Both correlation and regression coefficients are of same sign

iv)Two regression lines coincide if r = t l-

5

(d) ln measures of skewness, absolute skewness is equal to

A. mean+mode

B. mean-mode

C. mean+median

D. mean-median

3

(e) From the following data obtain the two regression equations :

x:521048

y:9 115 8 7

4
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